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Sara Tracey

Investigation
            after Annah Browning

My body is evidence.
            Evolution. Taste this. 

The crime scene is a pocket 
            full of meat, metal, rock. 

A tea kettle and your tongue, 
            a reed or a whip. Take this 

to the lab for testing. 
            To the morgue. Watch. 

My body is going to show 
            you the answer. 

I am going to give you a clue.
            You sweet southern girl,
 
you vinegar. Preserve
             me. Send up a flare.
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Corner of California and Milwaukee

When we wake, it will be winter.
A little luck and I’ll mutter your name

like it’s research, all about timing,
variation. Coffee first. You’re withholding 

on a technicality. I wore a well-lit dress,
you wore the teacher’s mustache.

Hand raised, I said your name sounds like 
Halloween, hope within the firing sounds

of your stem cells, somewhere comfortable
like Bucktown or Wicker Park, mundane 

and somehow hectic. You squint—
one of your favorite nonverbals—and say

Whatever the case may be. This is not a tête-à-tête,
it’s dinner. Little fan, I’m pushing 

for the warmest within. Sunday
is a better number, anyway.
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Elegy at the Bourgeois Pig

Open months of new grief, and now 
Monday without music, something just. 

Just a pretty girl. Just days
without choruses, comedy. 

I’ll tell stories of thrown punches,
spilled beer. A child falling 

from a tree. You and I will find people 
to remember. Our fathers 

writing the city, various as your favorite
melody, a string of grace notes.

Just think: one day, our new grief 
will be old. Just think: a little love

was enough to fill our open mouths
with songs. Days pass. We both 

have sisters enough to fill the silence.
We both need to be born again.
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Hope, Too, Is a Sickness We Carry

Each spring, a child
            fixed in sickness: 

sweat, mosquitoes, 
            uneasy delusions.

The backed up nights
            kicked like waves.

What else can I say? 
            I reverse the usual tracks, 

move up like air before dawn,
            fractured and elusive.  

The posture of birds, the sand
            outside, nails, bottles,

the smell of hotel junk. 
             A universe prodded

into the belly of a church.  
            I’m at the verge of you.

On a crow’s head, 
            my ear a hollow cave.
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David Kann

Astonishing
 
how a shard of shell,
razory beyond remedy  
works its slow way 

into tender gray flesh 
cradled in a shell until
it speaks in lunar radiance.

The soft pith flinches.  
The barb drives deep.
Slow nacre blunts it.  

When the shell is pried apart, 
raw meat cringes in the sun, 
declaring blush and opal. 

how ambergris is
something swallowed, 
so loathy and vomitous

that though the whale dives deep, 
he carries its ache 
clenched and curdled in his gut

until he vomits 
or shits it out, 
and swims on, 

leaving behind floating
foul, excremental,
grey-black-streaked pudding

until air and water’s seethe 
makes a gift of it—
attar, balm and ease. 
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Tim Krcmarik

Birth of The Cool

What I would give to have been a fly  
on the maternity ward’s cold green tiles
the day The Cool was born,

to have seen the ob-gyn’s face 
as The Cool swam forth 
from his mother’s ancient agony

into the 1950’s, which up to that point
would have been populated
by nerds wearing pocket protectors

and coke bottle glasses
fastened at the bridge 
with loops of thick, white tape—

the kind of squares unable to comprehend
this infant genius 
sporting a pair of dark Wayfarers,

smoking a Lucky Strike and ratta-tat-tatting 
on his pint-sized conga drums. 
Not like me, quick to recognize

the start of something wonderful
in the sixty thousand hexagons
of my dinner plate eyes. 

Not like me, beboppin’ along  
on the polleny clarinet 
of my proboscis.
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Pillager

To the evil genius of a ten-year-old 
simmering with remembrance
of stepping in an August yellow jacket nest,

the humiliating spoonfuls of witch’s paste
that followed, eye of newt and toe of frog, 
(baking soda, tenderizer, water) 

this Sistine Chapel of bee hives strung 
like a muddy beach ball from the maple tree,
this Gotham cast in masticated paper pulp

was nothing, less than nothing, an affront 
to decent ten-year-olds everywhere 
trying peaceably to waste the last days 

of summer break, which may explain
why it is lying now in a pile of sodden leaves,
a cantaloupe-sized gash rent in its face

bleeding honey, bleeding worker and drone,
bathed in ash 
                     where the greeny pillager 

returned to purge his crime with fire
and finish what had started with a stone.
I stop awhile to watch it pool

with waning sun, with early waxing moon
and rub my hands together in the cold
to quell the drums of war within my bones.

For what good has it ever done the world
to want to wring a small boy’s neck? I wonder. 
And turn again to face another winter. 
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Wisteria

After you dumped a pitcher of ice water
over the shower curtain 
where I was steeping soapily 

under the steamy spout, I imagine the bathtub 
looked suddenly like a porcelain hippo 
stamping its weighty bronze feet 

and rattling its green polka dots in fury. 
And when you skipped lightly off to work
with an innocent, byeee! and left my heart 

thrilled like a rabbit on cocaine, I sang 
that harrowing Appalachian standard 
about a boy who rather than get hitched,

kills his pregnant girlfriend 
with a switch of windfallen pine, rolling her
golden curls and all 

into the darkly roving Tennessee. I spent 
all morning digging post holes where you’d parked 
your snot yellow Gremlin through the fence, 

humming the old number about a princess 
riven enough by love’s jealousy 
to shove her younger sister into a different 

but equally darkly roving river 
only to be discovered on her wedding day 
when a harp made from the murdered girl’s breast 

begs the assembled Court for justice.
Lunch found me wondering 
where all the peanut butter and jelly had gone, 

whistling along as Frankie and Johnny 
had sworn to be true. But no sooner had I 
unscrewed a jar of bitter pickles  

when Frankie swung a .44 from her kimono
and shot through that two-timin’ man  
like rank Swiss cheese. I gave up and took a nap 

for the travesty of it all, had visions of Pretty Polly, 
Tom Dooley, Stagger Lee, until a blackbird, 
little dusk trochee, woke me 
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with emergent pecking at the window. 
I threw on a tie and picked you up 
for dinner reservations by the sea. 

But first we took a walk up Mt. Bonnell,
and I asked for you to marry me,
and I asked for you to marry me.
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Spiral

What richer embodiment of great love
than two half-moons of loamy compost
rising side by side

where passion flower and muscat grape
have started their mid-spring charge
along the backyard fence,

the kind of soil
that makes me singularly happy 
to be my own teeming mass 

of dirt and moisture 
no less capable  
of breath and consciousness,

than of sitting in a sunlit window,
humming a thirteenth century ballad
and peeling an orange 

in one long spiral.   
For many Springs from now, my Love,
we might just find a spade

driven into what was once our eyes, 
our tongues, our mouths—everything 
we ever were piled neatly into hills

like these we’ve enlivened through winter
with potato parings and banana peels, 
with cups of soured wine. 
 
Two young things just starting out
will spread us across a box 
of weathered pine, pinning a grid 

of bright green masonry string
over what used to be 
your brain and breasts, my heart and penis,

their tiny square plots 
forming a city
of earthen harmony,

city of squash and green bean,
city of spinach and pepper,
city of tomato.
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Expletives

There are plenty of words to describe
the prostitute who loosens my right canine
with a single, well-placed hook

as I kneel beside her on the sidewalk 
one rainy Tuesday in May
to see if she is breathing.

Featherweight isn’t one of them. 
Neither is angel, 
except in the most earthly sense of that word, 

nor any of the garden variety expletives
more suited to careening down a flight of stairs 
or smashing one’s thumb with a hammer.

And I don’t need a single one 
when the medics return to the firehouse that night 
and slapheadedly relay her name, Princess, 

to the rest of us sitting around our slab
of green Formica,  
filthy from the afternoon’s work

and cutting hungrily into steaks 
so perfectly rare, 
they call for an astonishing red, 

something heavy with forest floor 
balanced by notes of apple or citrus 
and just the slightest hint of mangled pride.
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Jonathan Harris

Evening Neighbor

you who flicker behind our backyard fence,

saxophone man, your blue notes scaling 

the bougainvillea, the juicy lemons, the broke 

air before night, bring us the fire, feed us, help us 

see the animals in the caged clouds 

as they swell into pastel. A summer ago 

Eden was ours, the fruit delicious & the animals 

loose. All our horses won & we were loaded 

with grace. Prayers like this one flowed from caves.

What a toll time takes on love. Our arms 

lock but do not embrace. We stand still as statues, 

feeling you & waiting to sing.

I can’t tell you how much I miss my father.
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Lynne Thompson

Note Left on the Bedpost 
For My Ordinary Icarus 

From more than my balcony, 
you leap—patchouli in air, 
hymn like a wheel, a fiction 
turned hurricane on an atoll.

You are ever-young, hair 
slicked from your temples.
You are color and no color
and a pyre and

more harming than harmed.
I’ll be sleeping when you come
fish-bait, skim-over-sheer-water.
Leave the letter you promised,

precious between the blue of
its syllables, brine in its crease.
Place its weight on my temple,
my strange, quicksilver birdie. 
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Start again, with a small guitar

Of course, you already know:  this was never a real guitar.
But here are all of my fingers longing to coax its duende.
What you hear is the melody once resident inside you as
it escapes, suddenly, and I am there just in time to pluck it

from the innocent air & slip it around my wrist like a cuff.
You must know this too:  it’s only my silhouette you see
dancing, dancing.  Step into it:  this splendid suggestion,
this flotsam.  Then, are these my eyes or yours, filling? 
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Melissa Dias-Mandoly

Bitch
 
if i had been carrying my purse on the opposite side, the pit bull might’ve 
gotten my arm. drawing in General Tso’s glaze on Styrofoam, can’t stop 
picturing fangs slipping under the surface of my elbow.

at the zoo, i pressed my hand against the divider to the ape sitting in the 
corner. my studio apartment is smaller than the dorm i had freshman year. 
i don’t feel so bad for animals with free food and no predators, but i can’t 
justify keeping my cat locked up in a single room. 

Herzog’s bears: i see only the overwhelming indifference of nature. the   
common character of the universe is not harmony, but chaos, hostility,     
and murder. never had a spiritual experience, saw nothing but rage in the 
ape’s eyes, confronted with continual, accidental challenges to fight.

the corner store on S. Highland closes sorta early, keeps me out of trouble. 
never walk even a block in the dark if i don’t have to. waiting for the bus   
at eight in the morning or walking down the street, point A/point B, trying 
to stock DVDs at work: you are never safe. 

after realizing the hole torn in my purse, M and i hear someone from 
a   table of bros: it’s fucking evolution! earlier i had told her that i never 
make eye contact with men i don’t know because it’s often mistaken for 
an invitation. in avoiding the man, i looked at the dog. he let me pass and                             
attacked from behind.
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Between

to shave my head and wear a wig the exact same length and style of my 
hair as it currently is so that you might knock it off during sex and wonder 
how long i’ve been hiding

to be impregnated, or rather to become pregnant, the more active way of 
saying that things are not born into other things, they are just born and 
there is no one more responsible than chance

to be pregnant and miscarry my child without telling you. his name would 
be Oskar for its foreignity from my own foreignness. i want you not to 
know his name or that his pre-existence includes his existence

to cut out the mole on your back while you’re sleeping and never tell you 
about this poem

the miscarriage should be an abortion and the mole the money you  
wouldn’t be able to give to ‘help take care of this problem’

i’ll hide my collection of international coins under my wig and other           
secret things, bruised baby teeth, glass jam jars, etc.  i’ll collect feathers 
like dream girls do, but i won’t wash my hands and i’ll give everyone    
rabies

there are secrets like germs waiting to break open in your mouth, in your 
tumors, white blood cell suicide into the lining of your arteries, terrorist 
bomb strapped cells, a layer that i cannot shave and reattach

to use mechanical hearts or pig hearts to replace yours, if you’re on the list 
and got insurance, even though your heart is still working just fine
 
to get a dark tan and lighten my skin with makeups and creams so that 
there is a layer of me that is between you and me
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Etc.

at the mall a man pushed his stroller right next to yours.

sunscreen, pink lipstick, etc. 
i never want to become my mother, etc.

young Asian infant swaddled
(S said, my mom tells me i’m not
Chinese enough)
Asian, Oriental, etc. 
Indian, Middle Eastern, etc.  
it does not matter what shade

he asked, what adoption agency did you use?

creation precedes ownership, not relation
vitiligo spot on my hair
the only visible connection
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Eileen Ní Shuilleabhain

On The Third Day

I tumble to the stars
into the generosity of night
softened winds swirl
invisible rings around me.
Sheltered in the darkness
my compass tenses
commands me ‘haste!’
Napoleon’s soldiers
face north.

I move out fast
climb higher,
grey oceans glimpsed
flashing below me. 
My Horse comes to rest 
under the Ox Blood mountains
bonfires ablaze
light a passage underground.

Into the earth I travel.
Days. Years.
Seem only moments
the sky above darkens  
no light abounds.
The wireless radios
the prospect of war.

Dawn,
a surprise
on the third day.
Through an incision 
I roll back a carpet of grass
the earth’s trap door.

Climbing out
I inhale the sweet smell of victory.
All fires now extinguished
the soldiers 
gone.
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Chad Sweeney

Halo

The trees are hurrying hurrying,
birds exactly still carved into a yellow 
fog above the tectonic monument of a 
parking garage, bodies too bored to scream 
hang from electric wires along 
Lincoln, and on 8th Blvd it’s Tuesday 
in the reflection of a cop’s 
sunglasses. We have flowers for comfort 
in the narrow asylum of the median, 
shagged and blurry in the ditches, 
but what do the flowers look at 
on a day like this when the sky lowers its chains 
to dip its halos in milk. I like to sit still
and watch language move.
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Rome 

My hands exactly fit this piano 
as if it were designed for hands. 

The sounds we make together

harmonize with that grape vine 
convulsing in the sudden 

terror of its greening 
in the attitude of four o’clock.

White dresses billow from the fire 
escape
 
above a hearse stalled in traffic,
I stand on someone’s horizon line, just so

on tip toe, trying not to break 
my concentration. Ancient
eyeless birds sleep in flight  

above the coliseum, 
all over Italy babies are born 
with white hair, already old,

they carry their ghosts inside them.
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June

They were married years before 
They met 
In a rain which never 
Crossed the station towards each other  
Like white antlers under water mining 
Cars in a country without all 
Their lives the blood 
Evaporating from their hands

Her wedding dress on 

Fire for years in the 
Closet she wore it
To tell him to  
Tell him still 
Burning the pain was
Exquisite
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Buenos Aires

The day opened its first act 
            with a symphony of wild dogs 

at the edge of town 
            tearing the carcass 

of a morning already old.
            One of the dogs was me

the other was you
            criminals without permission and 

without a plan
            taking our catharsis early.

Slowly the grass evaporated
            in white lines beneath us

the moon behind the moon 
            traced its evacuation through catalpa,

slowly the primordial circle 
            abandoned all its centers

dancers discreetly swiveled 
            their mirrors toward the sea,

fire was my umbrella,
            your business was circumference,
 
let’s face it we were sexy, 
                      it made the weather nervous.
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Oakland

In the maroon reflection of a car door 
I’m watching two boys  

kick a third,
along sidewalks the stores fill 

and empty 
like a treatise on evaporation 

in the Museum of No Astonishment, 
a man in a wheelchair has 

fallen asleep 
halfway across the street, 

the day waits for him 
in a quiet of hummingbirds and grammar,

a wrecking ball hangs like a black 
sun, children 

throw dice against brick, 
nothing has been forgiven

because there is no sin
only gravity and its 

flowering, 
only the laundromats 

hurrying toward night,
but this boy is me, and I’m watching it 

happen, eyes 
closing all over the body 

in a final act of reading.
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Poland

The world is old,

its coming-in-going 
is the color of the sea,

but I am young, 

deposited in the rupture, blameless,
painted onto gravity. The loam 

is ancient, the air, ancient,
but the world is young,

its color shakes in branches of water.

Spring leans 
childishly 

through a series of doors, 
houses of the unborn 

rattle when trains climb,
coal dust settles on 

bluebells. I’m guilty, 
but the world is 

clean, its constancy 
is the second book, 

its first book is the breaking, 
an orphanage of 

winds in high 
office where I 

look for you 
inside the fall.
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From Wolf’s Milk: The Lost Notebooks of Juan Sweeney: #32

My Ethiopian Grandmother keeps bees. 
My Slovenian Grandma runs a brothel. 

My Irish Grandmother is buried in clover 
at Kylemore Abbey with her five husbands.

My Cherokee Grandma smokes a pipe, 
nothing in it but music. 

My Spanish Grandma watches parapets burn 
far in the future, but is blind 

to the ants biting her feet.
They say it’s too many grandmas 

but I never understood math 
so I visit them anyway, in rotation,

the Swedish in summer, the Tibetan
in Spring. They let the chores pile up, 

so I’m nailing shingles, 
performing circumcisions all the time. 

Which is my favorite? Whichever 
I’m with, of course! 

My Russian Grandma, a duchess
white as ivory, chops wood 

in her sleep. My Arabian Grandma 
tells the best stories. 
 
I am one of her stories.
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From Wolf’s Milk: The Lost Notebooks of Juan Sweeney: #32

Mi abuela etíope cuida una colmena. 
Mi abuela eslovena administra un burdel. 

Mi abuela irlandesa está enterrada con sus cinco 
esposos en el trébol de la Abadía Kylemore.

Mi abuela Cherokee fuma una pipa 
con nada dentro sino música.

Mi abuela española mira a los parapetos 
quemandose en el futuro, aunque esté ciega 

para las hormigas mordiendo sus pies. 
Me dicen que son demasiadas abuelas, 

pero nunca intendía las matemáticas
así que las visito de todas maneras, en rotación, 

la sueca en el verano, la tibetana
en la primavera. Dejan acumular los quehaceres, 

reparo entonces los tejados, 
realizo circuncisiones y todo eso.

¿Cuál abuela quiero más? Ya sabes, pues, 
con cualquiera que esté! 

Mi abuela rusa, la Duquesa, 
tan blanca como el marfil, raja 

madera en su sueño. Mi abuela árabe 
cuenta los mejores cuentos. 

Soy uno de sus cuentos.
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Slumerville
by

Celia Hoffman 
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Floating Joshuas- monotype collage, Gretchen Grunt, 2012
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 Chad Sweeney is a poet, translator, and educator. He is the author of four books of poetry: Wolf’s Milk: 
The Lost Notebooks of Juan Sweeney (Forklift Books, 2012), Parable of Hide and Seek (Alice James, 2010), Ar-
ranging the Blaze (Anhinga, 2009), and An Architecture (BlazeVox, 2007).  A friend of Aperçus Quarterly, Chad 
generously committed his time to the following interview, which took place between June 8th and July 29th of this 
year, respectively. He also met with us in his home to record six new poems, plus one poem from Wolf’s Milk.

LH:  In early May of this year we had the pleasure of supping with you after a reading you gave in Palm Desert, 
California. This was the second poetry reading of yours that we had been to, and both times we were struck by 
what a wonderful orator you are. Would you say, for the most part, that you enjoy the ever-changing experience of 
reading to an audience? 

CS:  I do enjoy giving readings and also attending readings by other poets. I can be more wholly possessed of a 
poem in its dimension of sound, where the words actually vibrate in the body. And something special happens 
in that shared space where the poem draws us into a unity, even as it occupies each of us differently. The poem is 
fulfilled in this collaboration between speaker and listeners.

LH:  Forgive me if I jump around a little here—I’m anxious for you to tell us about your early travels in South 
America. You were something of a modern troubadour while you were there, yes? Is this where your love for telling 
stories was kindled or did that fire start, rather, as I suspect, much earlier in your history?  

CS:  Well, my Cherokee grandmother told bear stories, my Methodist preacher grandfather told Hebrew stories, 
and farther back, I come from a long line of storytellers. I didn’t understand what this meant until I was starving 
in South America at the dangerous age of 21, totally broke and hitchhiking down the coast of Chile, then across 
the Andes Mountains and the deserts of Argentina, up through Uruguay, Paraguay, Brazil and back to Bolivia 
where I was weeks late to attend college classes. Those windy months on the road I told stories to earn a living. If 
someone picked me up in their car or truck, I started talking about things I’d seen in other places, I engaged them 
in philosophy or history or politics. I had to intrigue them enough that they would keep me for a while, enough to 
earn a meal or an extra hour of travel down the highway, or a shed or pickup truck to sleep in. Day after day, I was 
well-fed and cared for by some truly wonderful human beings. More importantly than the food, though, I was fed 
by their humanity and by their own inspired or devastating stories. A guy with a pink mohawk, with Merle Hag-
gard in the cassette player, picked me up in his Mercedes Benz on the way out of a funeral. A plum farmer drove 
me up to a mesa to teach me about desert plants and animals then left me with two giant bags of plums. In Buenos 
Aires I lived with a con-artist who let me stay with him long enough to figure out that I had nothing to steal. I spent 
New Year’s Eve with an ancient nun, dying of cancer—we danced on top of her apartment building while rockets 
bounced off of skyscrapers. She had seen a group of students burn a policeman alive inside his car in Tucuman. She 
believed in God. We howled like wolves and shouted, “Existimos!—We Exist!” to celebrate her last New Year’s Eve

Love Poems from All Things 

to All Things: 

an Interview with 

Chad Sweeney
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on earth. I stowed away atop the Train of Dead for twenty-four hours across the Bolivian Amazon, only to be 
invited in as the guest of the drug cartel during Carnival where I appeared on television robed as a Witch Doc-
tor. Stories led me in and out of trouble. Stories were my road and currency, listening to them as much as telling 
them. I had been a fairly shy person before all of this. I feel as though my adult self was born somewhere along that 
highway.

LH:  Dancing and howling with an ancient nun on top of an apartment building—my God! You must feel so lucky 
to have experienced all of this. Were you also writing during this time? 

CS:  Yes, I was writing a great deal in notebooks, a kind of rambling, poetic prose, broken up by poem fragments. 
Writing helped me to see more clearly. While watching a hawk in the desert flap in one direction, even as it drifted 
backwards in a hard wind, I came to understand time differently, that I was a traveler in time more than in dis-
tance, that I crossed each hour as a small personal desert. I carried William Carlos Williams with me into the 
Amazon to encourage precision and restraint against all that wild green abundance. I filled up several notebooks 
with these writings. The poems didn’t amount to much, but I published a couple of them in an early chapbook 
called Mushrooms.

LH:  Your latest book is Wolf ’s Milk: The Lost Notebooks of Juan Sweeney. You are credited as translator for this 
collection originally written by Juan Sweeney of the Copper Mines, in his native Spanish. In the translator’s note 
you mention that you “do not like his poetry much,” and yet you also state that the poems have “branded [you] 
forever.” How were you able to take on the arduous task of translating these poem fragments, which you found “in 
the walls of Sweeney castle,” with such contradictory feelings inside of you? 

CS:  Well, some people think of the role of translator as one of humility, of near invisibility, but when I engage Juan’s 
poems I feel like we’re in a wrestling match to the death, the way Lorca describes duende, that the poet must wrestle 
the earth spirit “on the rim of the well”; in Juan Sweeney’s case, I play the bull trying to pin Sweeney’s red cape 
against his teeth to stop him from singing during the funeral of the dahlias. When I found his “lost notebooks” in 
the walls of Sweeney Castle, I knew it was my job to translate the poems, even if against my will. Juan possesses all 
of the worst family traits from the Spanish branch of our Irish line, which goes all the way back to King Sweeney 
the Mad. It may be that I recognize myself in Juan, and that I don’t like what I see; however, I’ve also learned to ap-
preciate, at least mildly, his authentic nature and his legitimate struggle to understand himself. This second quality 
makes his poems bearable. He approaches the world in mad love and terror, afraid of loving too much but unable 
to stop himself from loving. He runs toward and away from everything with equal force in a state of romantic so-
lipsism: “The houses are empty. / I am nowhere to be found./ I run through the streets calling my name.” His poems 
are the result of these spasms of music.

LH:  When you mentioned Juan’s “legitimate struggle to understand himself,” a light bulb went on for me. I origi-
nally formed a question around a feeling that Juan was “toying” with me as a reader, feeding me half-truths one 
at a time like grapes but never giving me the entire bunch. I’m reminded of the fifth poem that begins, “I think in 
English but I speak in Spanish./ I smoke in Catalan but I drink in French.” And then, the final stanza: “From the 
ox I learned patience. No, I never learned patience.” And let’s not forget that utterly intriguing first line of the first 
poem, “At least my lies are honest,” which suggests that the entire book is a lie. Of course we don’t really believe 
this, do we? 

CS:  It’s not that he’s lying, Lauren. He believes fully in everything he says, but his feelings and outlooks change 
continually, as if he were a puppet animated by the spiritus mundi as it blows west then east. When asked which 
of his seventeen grandmothers he loved best, he replied, “Whichever I’m with, of course!” This is an important 
insight into his personality. And he explained his technique for cleaning the mirror as: “First I make a list of tools,/ 
then I walk in the opposite direction./ If you live here long enough/ you’ll know me.” In most of the love poems, 
the timbre of bravado includes a counter-note of doubt, as if Juan is scanning the room for an exit, but I get the 
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sense that he wasn’t consciously aware of the tremor in his voice. More than anything, he is a hero of hybridity, 
of 17 grandmothers from all over the world. He occupies the spaces between languages and between cultures, 
refusing to settle into a single stable identity. 

LH:  At first I thought of Juan Sweeney as having little to no anxiety. I do think that he delights in the paradoxical, 
the enigmatic, the unknowable—all that seems to terrify or at least worry most people. I see that carefree attitude 
in poem 13:

 And I’ve been looking for limits
 to this table—it has none!

 Abyss in the shape of a table!

  And this bottle of wine beside your hand
 empty after a night of drinking
 
 has no limits!

 
 But as the book progressed, I began to look at him as more of a tragic figure, one who has witnessed and 
experienced much suffering.  I think of poem 16 that begins: 
“Those twilights of civil war,/ we went among the pines/ holding hands.”

And poem 17:

 Our citizens were fleeing

 across the flood plain
 trailing white scarves

 6 blocks, 3 miles and 8 miles
 behind them. Coal birds

 hung from clouds
 in mobiles radiant with grief.

 
 So perhaps it is accurate to say that Juan Sweeney’s humor and delight prevail not only despite suffering, 
but because of it. What are your thoughts on life-experience and writing poetry? Do you think that a person must 
experience suffering in order to write captivating work? 

CS:  That’s a tough one, Lauren. For one thing, despite all of his clowning, I don’t think Juan is trying to be 
funny or to “delight” in the “paradoxical,” but rather to employ paradox in order to locate what can’t be directly 
apprehended or expressed. This is evident when he claims “[t]he space between languages is the true language,” 
or when he is looking for a “thread . . . to sew the maple leaf onto the branches of pine.” More directly to your 
question, at birth, as I see it, we experience our first dying, when we pass from a state of union into a state of sep-
arateness. That great wound is enough to write about for a lifetime. Beyond that, I don’t think personal suffering 
is a precondition for writing, because grief is everywhere in abundance.  What a writer does need is that quality 
of imagination crossed with empathy by which the grief of the world may be accessed and channeled. Even the 
wound between the word and the thing it describes is an elegy, which is something Juan was acutely aware of. 
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 The speech act is an attempt to cheat death by climbing back into the womb where form and emptiness 
are not separate. This is the condition Juan Sweeney was talking about, I believe, when he scribbled into his trav-
elogue, “The letter before A is silence,” or when, in poem 52, he evades death through a spiritual union with the 
Cosmic Bull. I do see Juan as a trickster figure, ultimately, but his occasional laughter registers more like an erup-
tion of anxiety or perhaps a brief reprieve from anguish, both personal and collective. He’s a trickster who didn’t 
sign up for the job. Then, yes, I see it the way you do, Lauren, that Juan’s sense of humor and playfulness is not 
despite suffering but because of it, and it’s apparent that he did suffer a great deal, including a stint in prison. But 
I don’t claim to understand him any more than you do, or any other reader. And for me it was this effort to under-
stand him that kept me on track to finish translating his poems. Incidentally, the other line that was recovered from 
his travelogues was “Don’t follow me.” To this day I don’t know if he meant that or the exact opposite, “Please, 
find me!”

LH:  I imagine there was some difficulty in retaining the meaning and tone of some of the more subtle or indirect 
language when translating his work from Spanish to English. Can you elucidate perhaps a few of the innuendos 
or allusions that some of us non-Spanish speaking readers can’t pick up on?

CS:  Yes, beyond the daunting “problem” that not even one word is a “direct” translation from one language to 
another, there were many points where the English translation simply couldn’t record what was occurring in the 
Spanish. For one thing, I didn’t translate the rhymes, as the images, tones and textures always seemed more im-
portant, and I couldn’t do both, except in a few places where I got lucky. In a poem where the “citizens are fleeing” 
Juan writes “Anda / Lucía” which means “Go Lucy” and its homophonic pun on the name of the region Andalusia 
where Juan grew up. The word is split in two by the line break, which reminds us of civil war or of the cultural 
complexities, which often placed Andalusia in its own special category within the nation. So I translated it as “Go 
Lucy,” leaving the second meaning entirely (painfully) absent. 
 
 In poem 47, “God” is in the garden “a gatos,” which means “on all fours [like a cat]” but also includes 
the sexual innuendo of a female cat being in the sexually receiving position, as a brothel is also called a “casa de 
gatos” or “cat house.” Yet, the innuendo of “a gatos” is subtle enough that I didn’t feel comfortable elaborating 
with something like “God on all fours, like a cat ready for love,” which makes a nice line of poetry, but is more 
untrue than true. Instead, I identified God as a “she,” which allowed me to lean toward Juan’s meaning without 
knocking off the timing or balance of the poem.  Calling God a “she” gave the added benefit of addressing the 
poem’s central theme, that language is insufficient to render experience: the poem includes the line “I’m looking 
for a language that can see God.” 

 One interesting poem addresses the genocide of the people of Langue d’Oc for which Juan employs some 
words from that language, Occitan. I simply translated the Occitan words into English without marking them as 
special.  Another translator might have made different choices in each of these cases. When the renowned Spanish 
poet, Anna Aguilar-Amat, translated twenty of the poems into Catalan, she was able to convey most of the double 
meanings and rhymes, as Catalan is about as close to Spanish as is Portuguese or Italian.

LH:  I love what you said earlier about “our first dying” and how “we pass from a state of union into a state of 
separateness.” In your collection Parable of Hide and Seek, there are many poems that seem, at least to me, to 
meditate on what you call “the great wound.” For example, the fifth and sixth stanza of “Of What Continues”:

 Let’s wrap
 each other inside the great

 quiet
 where beetles tend to crabapples.
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Would you say that the narrator in this poem desires union, not just with a person, but with all things? 

CS:  Good insight, Lauren. Yes, I do see the entire book in that light, as a series of love poems from all things to all 
things, so that when the speaker (in the same poem) exclaims, “Let’s get married. / Pasture of vermillion grass. / 
Everything.” it feels as if the urge is primal, that the speaker wants to marry everything at once, to heal the wound 
of individuation that maintains the borders of our separateness. 

LH:  Without giving too much away, can you tell us a little about your next manuscript, Glass Anvil, and when 
we can expect to read it? 

CS:  The poems that appear in this issue of Aperçus all come from Glass Anvil. I’m not sure how to describe the 
manuscript yet, but it’s held together by the long title poem, “Glass Anvil.” In contrast to the iron anvil as a medi-
eval symbol of making, of civilizations centered around metal work and mining, my glass anvil is a postmodern 
object, at once lens and mirror and crystal ball, bending light around it to “make” consciousness, memory, time-
fields, multi-perspectivism.  It’s kind of a weird vision I had for several days a few years ago, of a glass anvil 
falling through space reflecting our collective consciousness, falling but never arriving. I could see the world slid-
ing along the glass surfaces in reflection, memory and prophecy. I don’t quite understand what it means, myself. 
Beyond that, I’m nearly finished with a manuscript called After, which is a book-length elegy for my father, in the 
disembodied, genderless voice of someone who has recently passed away. I don’t have a publisher yet for either.

LH:  Is there anything you want to ask me? 

CS:  Sure, I’d like to know how much your environments have collaborated with you in the writing of your poems, 
both the striking desert landscapes around Palm Desert and the unique blend of flora and vista in Joshua Tree. 
Also, how does your own poet practice inform your vision in curating Aperçus?

LH:  My environments collaborate with me entirely. I am always under the influence of place. Except for a five-
year walkabout up California’s coast, I’ve lived my entire life in the desert; I’ve seen the magic and the depravi-
ties, I’ve gotten lost on its roads, I’ve been though several major earthquakes, storms and fires here. The desert 
and I know a lot about each other and most of what we know is quite personal, so in my poetry I try to dole out 
little pieces of our history slowly and with restraint. But then other times the juicy details just come blurting out 
and that’s okay too. 

 I love that you chose the word “curating” as I often think of Aperçus as a kind of digital museum. Along 
with my fellow editor, Jonathan, I choose a variety of work that I think will speak to a multitude of sensibilities. 
My hope is that readers will “walk through” the different “rooms” of the museum that is Aperçus Quarterly and 
spend some time hanging out with the art, listening to the recordings of the spotlight poets, and of course reading 
the poetry, fiction, and interviews. Even if a reader visits the journal and finds one piece that affects him or her, 
then it has been a worthwhile visit to the museum; what’s better though is when someone “clicks’ their way into 
a strange new room and has an unexpected experience with a poem or piece of art that they didn’t want to like.

 Chad, I’d like to pose a similar question to you, regarding how physical place influences and informs your 
poetry. Some of my favorite poems of yours bear the titles of specific places, such as “Oklahoma” in Arranging 
the Blaze, which begins, “The wind smelled of grass fires/ and carnival horses and oil.” How much has your home 
state of Oklahoma with its open space, wind and tornadic activity, collaborated with you? 

CS:  In Oklahoma, the sky is the forest. The sky is a daily event, with cloudscapes arranged into valleys, rivers, 
islands, waves, billowing cloud-mountains, a full palette of sunset-colors shaped by wind, dramatic shifts in tem-
perature, floods and blizzards, summer hail, sudden lightning storms that would overwhelm the best movie for 
theatricality. The sky is the collective imagination for the living things of Oklahoma, and its volatility serves as 
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a guide for change and for beauty. After living many years in San Francisco, then Michigan, and now Southern 
California, the vast spaces of Oklahoma, its horizons and living sky, still inform the shape of my consciousness. 
When I was fourteen, a soccer game came to a spontaneous halt when a triple rainbow arced across the whole sky. 
All of us teenage boys stopped playing without a word spoken between us. The referee and coaches and parents 
all stared at the sky. A triple rainbow! And that’s what I look for in poetry, a miracle appearing without warning 
out of the most ordinary day.  

Bonus Q & A: Chad Sweeney on WritersCorps

LH:  For seven years you were a teacher in The San Francisco WritersCorp, a project of the San Francisco Arts 
Commission. For those of us who are not familiar with it, can you talk about the mission of WritersCorp and what 
drew you to be a writer-in-service? 

CS:  WritersCorps began eighteen years ago in San Francisco, the Bronx and Washington D.C. with the idea that 
these initially seed-programs would spread to form a national presence in the spirit of AmeriCorps, yet with the 
mission of placing writers in inner-city schools, community centers, housing projects, and youth detention fa-
cilities to form “long term and in-depth” relationships by leading writing workshops, publishing books of youth 
poetry and organizing public events that feature youth voices. As a teacher in the San Francisco WritersCorps, 
I led poetry workshops with recently arrived immigrants from Central America, Asia and the Middle East, and 
other groups of “at-risk” youth from some of San Francisco’s most disadvantaged neighborhoods. Our students 
read their poems on radio and TV and at home plate of the SF Giant’s Stadium; but more importantly, they redis-
covered their birthright in language, their personal power and vision, their innate and irreducible worth. Each day 
was an awe-inspiring gift and privilege for me to work with these young writers. 

LH:  Are you still in touch with any of these young writers? 

CS:  Yes, I’m still in touch with several of these writers, now in college or beyond. They all continue to write and 
have taken active positions of leadership in their own arts communities. 

LH:  How did the collection entitled Days I Moved Through Ordinary Sounds: The Teachers of WritersCorps in 
Poetry and Prose come to be? 

CS:  Well, I am grateful to everyone involved in this project, especially CityLights for publishing it. I proposed 
to my the director of WritersCorps that we create a book of poetry, fiction and playwriting to feature the teaching 
artists of the national WritersCorps from the San Francisco, New York and D.C. sites, as so many of those writers 
had gained national recognition, from Boadway to HBO to the national bestseller list. The finished book contains 
fifty teaching artists, a photograph, a short memoir and a sample of their writing. As we had already published sev-
eral high-profile books of student poems, I thought the teachers were missing from the story. It’s an inspirational 
book, as each writer attests to the importance of “service” in their lives, and the range and quality of poetry and 
fiction are remarkable. I edited the book and wrote the introduction, and Martin Espada wrote the foreword. We 
released in Chicago as an AWP panel to celebrate WritersCorps’ fifteenth birthday.

Chad’s website:
www.chadsweeney.com 

email: 
Chadsweeney777@gmail.com

Wolf’s Milk: The Lost Notebooks of Juan Sweeney:
http://www.hubcapart.com/forklift/index.php?page=wolfsmilk

Parable of Hide and Seek:
http://alicejamesbooks.org/pages/book_page.php?bookID=154

MFA Program at CSUSB: 
http://english.csusb.edu/graduates/mfa/faculty.html

For more information on WritersCorps please visit: 
http://www.sfartscommission.org/WC/
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 House Goes Crumbling Down, 6” x 9” layered solar and drypoint prints, Gretchen Grunt, 2012
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 The 29 Palms Creative Center & Gallery offers a variety of artistic avenues to the community with art 
openings, live music and performance art, selling art, teaching art, and renting art studio spaces to other artists. 
Gretchen has also connected to the community by being a participating member and serving as a board member 
for the Morongo Basin Cultural Arts Council, and instructing non-accredited art classes at Copper Mountain Col-
lege and the Desert Institute of Joshua Tree National Park. 

 Convinced that the desert environment and the folks of this community (especially her family, Jane and 
Paul Smith) are a source of artistic inspiration, Gretchen donates 3% of her art sales to the Mojave Desert Land 
Trust in an effort to give back thanks. 

 The Land Trust is a non-profit organization that strives to “protect the Mojave Desert ecosystem and its 
scenic and cultural resource values” by protecting purchased lands.

LH:  Gretchen, first let me say how impressive the 29 Palms Creative Center & Gallery is—it really is a work of 
art in and of itself. I have to admit, I was surprised that it was there. Do you get that reaction a lot? Do you think 
that 29 Palms, which most people know because of the marine base, is often overlooked by artists and art-lovers? 

GG:  The Creative Center does have a way of hitting people with surprise; their perception of our sparsely popu-
lated area is that there is not much, and then “wha-la!” there is this unique enterprise existing in an unexpected 
place. But that seems to be the nature of us desert-dwellers because of the huge space that “appears” to be lacking 
entertainment. We locals benefit greatly from the openness of the landscape, allowing our freedom of expression 
to be uniquely creative. 

 This leads me into the next question of being overlooked by art-minded folk—yes and no. At first glance, 
the vast landscape swallows up the thought that there may be interesting happenings or culture in 29 Palms. For 
instance, numerous military wives have claimed to have cried when they first moved here. But when they or a 
traveler is willing to investigate closer, they find that there are jewels all over 29 Palms and Wonder Valley, and 
these same military families find themselves wanting to retire here. That is another aspect of the desert—you ei-
ther love it or hate it. The desert is an extreme place, so therefore the attitudes are extreme. 

 On another note, the word on the street during our annual open studio art tours, www.hwy62arttours.com, 
is that the east end is so interesting compared to the west end. In order to take this investigative time, a traveler 
must be open to the lack of centralized society, meaning we have no central downtown, compared to your experi-
ence in Morongo Valley, Yucca Valley, and especially Joshua Tree. This decentralized development in 29 Palms

Spotlight Artist:

Gretchen Grunt
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and Wonder Valley makes for a less cohesive society, in turn making for a less trendy or hip town as I have wit-
nessed downtown Joshua Tree become in the last few years. My favorite reason for 29 Palms not being a place 
for hipsters is that it will grow a lot slower, and that makes me happy since I find so much inspiration from our 
open landscape.

LH:  As we’ve previously talked about, you and I both grew up in California’s high-desert, having never met until 
very recently, and we both received part of our educations in San Luis Obispo, CA. What initially drew you to that 
area and what brought you back to the desert? 

GG:  I was finishing up high school in the San Fernando Valley when I realized rather quickly that I was not a 
city dweller. So upon visiting my brother in SLO, who was attending Cal Poly, I saw how beautiful the landscape 
was with its green, open, rolling hills, and being a college town it seemed like an exciting place to be. Then ser-
endipitously it turned out that SLO’s community college, Cuesta, had an excellent fine art department. This is 
where my confidence really started to build, both scholastically and artistically, giving me the foundation I needed 
to continue working as a professional artist. And now over twenty years later, I have succeeded in fulfilling my 
artistic dream, creating the 29 Palms Creative Center & Gallery. I have three vital ingredients that allow me to 
thrive here: loving the desert landscape, being a part of a supportive artistic community, and my deep family roots.

 In 1928, my great grandfather fell in love with the desert and purchased the Oasis of Mara, while still 
living in Pasadena. In 1929, my maternal grandparents moved from Cincinnati to take over the Oasis of Mara 
property which had a small hotel on it. My grandparents entrusted the east half of the Oasis to the newly dedicated 
Joshua Tree National Monument, where the Visitor Center exists today on Utah Trail. The hotel (29 Palms Inn) is 
on the west end of the Oasis and has been owned by my mother since 1977. The Creative Center resides on the 29 
Palms Inn property, and I thank my parents for their amazing support of my dream. In August of 2003, I left the 
San Luis Obispo area, and I have been busily fixing up the Creative Center ever since.  

LH:  You directed the painting of a mural near the historic creamery building in San Luis Obispo, right? What was 
it like to plan and organize a painting on such a large scale and in such a high-traffic area such as downtown SLO? 

GG:  It was a blast to get a dozen artists together to make a mural, and being one who likes to organize I had the 
whole project mapped out on paper, step by step. 
It was especially funny to see the landlord’s surprised expression when I presented the mapped-out mural project; 
he had no expectation that an artist could be so organized. Artists signed up for a particular time slot in the early 
mornings before traffic became a bother. That’s how the mural came to be. [This project] paid for the rent at our 
artist-run cooperative gallery in the Creamery.

LH:  Two-part question: How does place inform and influence your work? How has making your studio open to 
the public (essentially allowing place to be changed by its visitors) affected your work? 

GG:  The desert first and foremost influenced my palette. Just before moving to the desert I was living in Los 
Osos, a very foggy town where my paintings were very grey. Immediately the desert brought my colors to life 
with strong bright contrasting colors, and then of course the subject matter was inspired from local plants and 
animals. 

 As far as working in a public studio, I absolutely love it! In Los Osos I felt alone and isolated, but here I 
feel like I am a part of a community that is invited to come in to see the latest works without those stereotypical 
walls in the way. This openness creates an invitation to explain my processes, which are vastly different, and in 
turn makes visitors inspired to sign up for an art class in pottery on the wheel or hand building with clay, book-
making, collaging, stained glass, drawing and painting, painting ceramic figurines, tile mosaics, and a huge vari-
ety of eventful processes in printmaking on one of my “old-school” etching presses.
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 So needless to say, allowing students to work in my studios (as well as Doug’s stained glass studio) has 
created a dynamic space that benefits from other people’s energies, which fuels my own creative energy. This in 
turn keeps me from feeling stuck or caught in my own head about a body of work, since I have the luxury of ask-
ing for objective points of view on a piece I am working through. The result is that I am less self-conscious. 

LH:  During our tour of the 29 Palms Creative Center & Gallery I realized what a prolific and multi-faceted art-
ist you are. Block printing, oil painting, life drawing, book making…you do it all. Many of your pieces employ 
multiple mediums at once…I think specifically of the collaged monotype, “Floating Joshuas.” Have you always 
said “yes” to multiple mediums or this a more recent burst of inventiveness? 

GG:  YES! As long as I can remember, I have always been an artist who gets into a huge mess! I enjoy the pro-
cesses of multiple mediums, which invites my creative spirit to experiment with a variety of techniques and make 
different marks. Also, I am a bit of a newlywed lover, in that I enjoy the feeling of a fresh process. This desire 
pushes me to learn more and to keep reinventing myself, which I believe is the heart of a true artist.

LH:  How important, in your opinion, is a formal art education for a working artist? You’ve gone back to school 
for an MFA in printmaking, right? Has this inspired you to teach? 

GG:  For me, formal education has given me the tools and confidence that I lacked as a child to make [art] a career. 
Ironically, when I graduated in 1995 with my Bachelor’s degree, I left feeling fed up with formal education be-
cause it made me think too much about what I created. So I revolted against the conceptual aspects of art-making 
for a long time. Then I decided to return to school for the exact reasons I felt fed up years prior. Again, my studies 
at Academy of Art University for my MFA is challenging my expression in a fresh exciting avenue that is allow-
ing me to bridge the gap between my mindless expressive self and my thoughtful, conscientious expressive self. 
Maybe I was too young to appreciate my brain in 1995, hee-hee? 

 Now, I feel my brain is serving the work, resulting in satisfying expression without my brain getting in 
the way of the freedom to express. And since the program is all online, I am finding it very satisfying to be taught 
again, and I am happy to report it is making me a better instructor for the art classes I teach at the Creative Center.

LH:  What project(s) are you currently working on? 

My commission projects for the summer involve painting a mural, making photo albums, collaging a ceiling with 
maps, and to tile a mosaic on a lamp post. But for the fun of it, I am in the midst of making a pottery sculpture to 
help me practice the wheel and to quench my thirst to work three dimensionally. With any luck, the sculpture will 
be an added attraction here at the Creative Center compound, where I also rent a couple other studio spaces to 
local artists. As a matter of fact, one of the larger studios is available for rent, and I am looking forward to getting 
the shoes filled with another positive creative energy.

LH:  What events and classes are in the works for the 2012-2013 school year? 

GG:  As always, the Creative Center will be “working hard for our play,” with local and traveling students of all 
ages in any medium they choose. Students can take lessons in the pottery and painting studio, stained glass studio, 
and printmaking studio. My only requirement is that every student leave with a big smile and the knowledge that 
they can succeed in whatever they put their minds to. As an instructor, my goal is to build confidence and inspire 
the imagination in our world of infinite possibilities.

www.mbcac.org
www.29palmsinn.com

www.gretchengrunt.com
www.mojavedesertlandtrust.org
www.29palmscreativecenter.com
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Jonathan Harris received a Bachelor’s degree in Liberal Arts from St. John’s College and an 
MFA in Creative Writing from Pacific University.  His first book of poetry, The Wave That Did 
Not Break, was published by Tebot Bach Press in 2010.  A finalist for Cutthroat’s Joy Harjo Poet-
ry Contest, his work has recently appeared in the Raleigh Review, Dogwood, Spillway, and Walt’s 
Corner of The Long Islander.  A former Peace Corps volunteer, Jonathan lives with his family in 
Los Angeles and teaches poetry to children.

Tim Krcmarik is a poet and firefighter in Austin, TX.  

David Kann teaches American literature at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo. In spite of his academic 
proclivities, he has (re)turned to poetry after a long absence and has recently completed his MFA 
at Vermont College of Fine Arts

Melissa Dias-Mandoly is currently a senior at the University of Pittsburgh with a double major 
in Film Studies and English Writing: Poetry. She is an editor on Three Rivers Review Magazine. 
Her work has previously appeared in Collision Literary Magazine. In 2012, she won first place in 
the University of Pittsburgh’s Undergraduate Poetry Contest. 

Celia Hoffman is committed to moving in non-linear directions. Right now she is working on an 
illustrated book of parlor games and GLYPHiTS®, a set of magnetized hand-drawn hieroglyphics. 
Look for them on Kickstarter.com!

Since the age of nine, Gretchen Grunt knew her journey in life was that of an artist. Formal art 
instruction began in grade school during summer breaks at Idyllwild School of Music and the 
Arts. After high school, Gretchen attended Cuesta Community College, which turned out to have 
an excellent fine-art department, and she eagerly dove right into every medium possible: life 
drawing, painting, ceramics, mixed media sculpting and bronze casting. Gretchen then finished 
her degree at Sonoma State University after an intensive two-year study in the traditional print-
making methods of etching and lithography. From this point onward, Gretchen knew printmaking 
would play a powerful role in her future artistic endeavors.

A few years later, Gretchen upgraded from a homemade wringer washer press and purchased a 
hand crafted Griffin Etching Press, which became the vehicle of inspiration with which to start 
teaching printmaking from her private studio in Los Osos. Then in 2003, Gretchen gave up the 
comfort of the coast and moved back to 29 Palms, where the excitement of making her studio 
open to the public led to the establishment of the 
29 Palms Creative Center & Gallery.

Now the desire to be challenged has led to furthering her dedication and education in the arts by 
obtaining a Master in Fine Arts Degree, so that Gretchen can continue to expand her horizons ar-
tistically, spiritually, and professionally. In January 2011, Gretchen began the challenging online 
MFA program at the Academy of Art University in San Francisco. 
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Chad Sweeney teaches poetry in the MFA program at California State University, San Ber-
nardino. He is the author of four books of poems: Wolf’s Milk: Lost Notebooks of Juan Sweeney 
(Forklift Books, 2012); Parable of Hide and Seek (Alice James, 2010); Arranging the Blaze (An-
hinga); and An Architecture (BlazeVOX). Sweeney’s poems have been included in Best American 
Poetry 2008, The Pushcart Prize Anthology 2012, American Poetry Review,Verse Daily and The 
Writer’s Almanac. He is co-translator of the Selected Poems of contemporary Iranian poet H.E. 
Sayeh (White Pine, 2011), coeditor of Parthenon West Review, a journal of contemporary poetry, 
and editor of the anthology Days I Moved Through Ordinary Sounds: Teachers of WritersCorps 
in Poetry and Prose (City Lights, 2009). He holds a PhD from Western Michigan U and an MFA 
from San Francisco State, and he lives in Redlands with his wife, poet Jennifer K. Sweeney, and 
their son Liam Greenleaf Sweeney.

Eileen Ní Shuilleabhain grew up in the Gaelic speaking region of Connemara on the west coast 
of Ireland. She works in Galway city practicing as a Mental Health Social Worker and Psycho-
therapist. Her poetry explores shadows and light in both internal and external landscapes. She 
is keenly interested in myth, legend and folklore particularly from her Gaelic heritage and this 
frequently influences her poetry. She has been previously published in Emerge Literary Journal.

Lynne Thompson’s first collection of poems, Beg No Pardon, won the Perugia Press Book Award 
and the Great Lakes Colleges New Writers Award. A Pushcart Prize nominee, her work has ap-
peared in the Sou’Wester, Poemleon Ploughshares, In Posse Review and Spillway. A recent inter-
view that Thompson gave can be found at: http://womensquarterlyconversation.com/2012/01/15/
profiles-in-poetics-lynne-thompson/

Sara Tracey is a poet, teacher, and riverboat bartender in Chicago, Illinois. Her chapbook, Flood 
Year, was released by dancing girl press in September 2009.  Her work has recently appeared in 
Arsenic Lobster, The Collagist Harpur Palate and Passages North. She is a regular performer in 
The Chicago Poetry Bordello and a teaching artist in The Rooster Moans Poetry Cooperative.




